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Valve Settings
Overflow Height: 18
Button Height: 15-21
Full Flush Slider: 22 / Reduced Flush Slider: 5

IMPORTANT - Read before installation

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

ACCENT FULLY ENCLOSED RIMLESS CLOSE COUPLED WC PAN
FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

- Before fitting ensure that there is no damage to the product and there are no missing parts.

- We strongly recommend the use of a qualified plumber throughout the installation.

- Flush out all impurities and debris from pipe work prior to installation

- Fix all flush and inlet valves in the cistern before installation, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

- Periodic cleaning and maintenance should be used to avoid formation of damaging lime scale deposits. 
Aggressive cleaning agents may damage some materials such as the seat hinges and other plastic 
components. Only clean with warm soapy water.

- Do not introduce caustic chemical substances into the cistern. These can damage the valve components 
and cause product failure.

1. Position the pan in the desired location and lightly mark a centre line on the floor corresponding with the 
holes at the base of the pan for the floor fittings.  Measure the inside profile of the base of the pan to 
ensure that the floor fixings are positioned correctly, in order to determine Dimension X and Y.  Secure the 
floor fixing brackets in the correct place using the fixings provided. 

2. Install the fittings in the cistern using the manufacturer’s instructions supplied. Fit the cistern to the pan 
ensuring that the gasket is fitted between the cistern and pan around the base of the flush valve. 

3. Use the fixing hardware supplied with the flush fittings to secure the tank in place. Do not overtighten the 
fittings as this could damage the ceramic.

4. Connect the cistern to the water inlet using a flexible hose and fix an appropiate WC waste connector 
before pushing the pan back in place (Diagram B).

5. Check that the soil pipe and water inlets are properly connected before flush testing the pan and 
checking for any leaks.

6. Connect the pan floor fittings as shown in Diagram C.

Note:
Connect the water supply to the cistern using an 
approved double check valve to fluid category 3 
in addition to an accessible service valve.

This product must be installed by a qualified fitter or plumber in accordance with and meet the requirements of the Water Supply (Water Fittings) Regulations 1999,
the Water Supply (Water Fittings) (Scotland) Byelaws 2014 and the Water Supply (Water Fittings) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2009


